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Prologue
Turner Bascombe was wrong about a lot. But when he told me the 
goons out there wanted nothing more than for me to stand down, 
remain a basement dweller, a deep-fryer jockey with an occasion-
ally wielded gift for steeling himself  against the oncoming traffic, 
he had it right. 

I am a stupid man!—a citizen of  a great imperial land slowly 
on its retreat back to barbarism from the great progressive nature 
that allowed it to flourish, after all. I like to stand in traffic! There 
is sound, wind. People throw things at me, though they once had 
more felicitous motives when I’d haul around the front of  the yel-
low-and-black Team Bascombe Lumber Ford to get a new tire up 
on the front right and squat, ass hanging out into pit road as the 
remainder of  the field flew fast within a foot of  my back. Peer-
foy might hit me square center of  one of  my goggles with a rind 
of  peeled-off  rubber from tire tests, or Tacklebox, the jackman, 
whack me on my helmet with his wedge adjuster if  he wasn’t using 
it. Tacklebox, man of  the bullhorn septum piercing and Holly-
wood headbanger attitude, now former jackman turned competi-
tive driver himself, was also known to shoot spitballs from the red 
straw he was constantly chewing on to combat the lingering lure of  
long-shunned nicotine. But all that’s birthday cake compared to the 
bottles, hats, crucifixes, and plethora of  profane insults I received 
for my efforts farther back in the crucible of  time—now, too, of  
course, when standing in traffic nets me nothing more than the 
stupidity I crave. 

My condition says yes to reading as much as possible, even the 
drivel; to overworking, occasionally; to drinking too much, most 
of  the time; to abstaining from alcohol when necessary, too; to 
loafing, day by day just getting by; to being rich, pregnant with 
industry and purpose. 

During my most recent stand out in the intersection of  North 
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Carolina 51 and South Boulevard by Henry’s, the restaurant that 
once functioned as my employer and which is now solidly board-
ed up to keep out the ever-sluggish economy, I happened upon a 
shiny new quarter and bent at the waist to pick it up just as a large 
dump truck rattled through on its way to the South Carolina bor-
der. The truck’s mudflaps passed my hanging head at a distance of  
scarcely a foot, the driver laying hard on the horn and sending a 
basso hum of  adrenaline through my cells, quickened with vibrato. 
The quarter wouldn’t budge, glued to the pavement by some invis-
ible captain of  tomfoolery. I hung there bent, suspended, rapt in 
that cacophonously blissful moment until the truck, now on the 
other side of  the intersection, abruptly stopped. That wrung an-
other blast of  sound from the parade of  American SUVs fanning 
out down the road beyond its back bumper. I stood up, watched 
now the driver burst from the cab and come stomping my way 
through the paraders in the intersection. He shouted a barrage of  
gibberish through the blooming rage of  horns. At once, the driver 
was distracted, between hollers and stomps, by the phone in his 
hand, which he brought close to his face twice as he got closer. 
I made out “the fuck out of  the street, motherfucker” before he 
transferred the phone to his left hand, cocked his right fist and 
punched me in my smiling face. 

I was all right, though—I awoke to former coworker and my 
own half-namesake (we shared a surname, as it were) the great 
Bobby Cash slapping me awake on the sidewalk. 

“I got him good, my man. Don’t you worry,” Bobby said. 
“OK,” I mumbled. I stood, sidewalk under my feet, traffic 

moving again—like none of  it had happened. 
“You look like hell, buddy,” he said, “but I guess you’re all 

right. Let’s get on before any cops happen by here.” 
I said yes, let’s, but I didn’t worry about policemen. Nor did I 

particularly care about the state of  my face. Bobby Cash, no direct 
relation to my own Cashes, far as I know, he offered to buy me a 
beer at McClendon’s, a bar just across the South Carolina border 
and close enough to my hole for an easy stumble home. I said yes. 
He bombarded me with questions on the way there, as it’d been 
ages since I’d seen him. I wasn’t answering anything that required a 
negative or any other elucidation, simply yessing him or, alternate-
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ly, staring dumbly into the street ahead to contemplate the coming 
drunken night, looking forward to it, really. Bobby didn’t stop yam-
mering until we arrived and took our seats on McClendon’s ancient 
stools and I got a healthy look at the red bulge around my iris in the 
mirror behind the bar, a burst vessel in the cornea. 

“Jesus,” I said. The minute I saw it, the pain kicked me in the 
forehead. 

Bobby muttered something, and when I chanced a glance his 
way I could see that he was just as transfixed by his own image, 
or perhaps he was simply that hard up for a beer. His gaze held 
hard to his rotund visage, the thick brown mustache he wore giving 
the false impression he was considerably older than his meager 27 
years. Bobby’s overall fat face was, if  not the very antithesis, at least 
a topographical negative of  my own’s gaunt cast. He fit right in, 
here. McClendon’s was a common outpost for the most committed 
of  the region’s obese drinkers—like Horace, who was typically just 
off  the bar in a stool at his high table, the man in the same old dirty 
flannel work shirt day after day after day, a veritable overgrown 
baby in a high chair with a draft pint and an overflowing ashtray in 
front of  him. I spied him in the mirror looking over my shoulder 
at my reflection. 

“Jesus H, man, what happened?” 
I told him, tentatively, chewing my cheek to head off  the grow-

ing anxiety. Bobby and I ponied up a buck a draft to start the day 
anew. 

“Need some ice? Shit looks bad,” said the bartender, McClen-
don himself, but I demurred. 

“I like the pain,” I said. The distraction, I meant. I know too 
well the dark side of  Thoreau’s goal. The mind can be a powerful, 
an overpowering thing, holding utmost dominion over the bodies 
of  all manner of  day-to-day sufferers. Put me at rest in a close 
space with other humans, no obvious exit, no alcohol, and watch 
the panic ensue. 

But yes it’s likely I “overthink” all of  this, my day to day, as 
my mother might have it: my wont and pastime—I hold no secrets 
from myself, least of  all that there is only a finite amount of  time 
left for me.

“What the hell you standing in the street for?” Horace said, 
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blowing smoke. 
“Later,” I said, “later,” nervous, nodding, and the fat man went 

back to concentrating hard on the beer in front of  him, the smoke 
in his hand. 

Bobby guffawed, awakened from his trance, and got back to 
business. 

“Come on, dude, tell me what you’ve been up to. Obviously 
you’re standing in the goddamn street again. You back on Turn 
Turner’s team next season?” That’s what they called Turner Bas-
combe. He earned the “Turn” nickname in his first 500 when he 
sent, “turned,” rather, the leader into the wall on the last lap, sailing 
right on by the poor unfortunate’s left rear bumper to take the lead 
and the win.

“Nah,” I said. But I didn’t offer the why—inevitably, Bobby 
wanted to know. He should’ve been a journalist. The boy may have 
been as obese as any member of  the team here, but he wasn’t stu-
pid. I spouted some nonsense about turning a page in life, and he 
called me on it. 

“Bullshit. You’re still up to the same old tricks, brother. How 
do you think you got that big old red eye?” I didn’t want to get into 
it. I wanted to drink. I finished the beer and then another, tried to 
bullshit my way through the whole thing. Pretty soon, it worked. 
He dropped the subject of  me. 

My mistake. 
Bobby Cash, the famed line cook of  the former Henry’s Bar & 

Grill, told me that he was now trafficking in Internet pornography, 
amateur stuff, mostly he and his wife doing it on the deck of  their 
apartment-complex unit—more than I needed to know. 

My stupidity doesn’t preclude the capability of  so-called moral 
judgment, or spot revulsion, as it were. 

“That’s fucking disgusting,” I told Bobby Cash. 
“Tell me about it, dude,” he said. “Makes good cash, though. 

Hell, I’m making ten times what I was at Henry’s. And all I had 
to do was get it on with Candace out on the porch a bit with the 
phone cam on.” To my horror, he fiddled with his device as if  he 
was going to show me some evidence. “Even bought 16 acres out 
in Indian Land. I cut the grass on the cleared portion of  it today.” 
He turned the phone to me now with a picture of  rolling grassy 
hills, gulping his beer, a smile falling across his fat face, long-away 
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amazed look in his eyes. 
“There’s this hill out there,” he said. “And you get to the top 

of  it and you can look all the way downtown. I did it today, man. 
Amazing stuff. Nothing like that feeling! All that fresh mown grass 
and thinking, Goddamnit this shit is mine and—” 

“Enough,” I said, raising a hand. I didn’t need his lord-of-the-
manor routine and told him so. 

“I’m sorry, man,” Bobby said. “Didn’t mean to turn you off.”
I tugged on my beer and closed my eyes, thought of  Henry’s 

so long ago, of  my escape from the place and the days spent out 
on I-20 in Alabama, back in the spirit of  Shining Man, the chance 
meeting that plugged me back into the economy of  fools for a 
time, my subsequent opting out. Throughout history, individual 
resistance has often been a necessity. One thinks of  grand social 
movements, of  slaves here in the region and their descendants in 
the northern cities, the 1960s, etc. I am content with my own at this 
point, though there be increasingly nothing social about it at all. I 
am in here, in my mother’s basement or in this bar, but so far away 
you might have to squint to see me. 

Bobby went on about his recent riches as I receded from view. 
I made of  this latest attack the confirmation of  a knife’s-

edge quality of  outrage in the world beyond my periphery. The 
attacks had occurred with an ever-increasing frequency since I’d 
decamped from the pit crew. My usual instinct was to run, though 
I’d occasionally been struck at a moment of  heightened sensation, 
high trance, unable to muster the will to leave that hot spot in the 
middle of  whatever thoroughfare. Mass protests, peaceful or not, 
were never enough to suit me. For the endgame toward a lasting 
legacy, programmatic individual action became a necessity. 

It’s resentment for this, I know, that the most vicious arm 
themselves with. 

When I got home, it was near dark and lean-mean Turner Bas-
combe still had his goofy wrap-around sunglasses on, the cheap-o 
fedora I remembered well from our onetime wining and dining of  
the would-be sponsors of  the racing vanguard. Bascombe looked 
more like me than any of  my drunk compatriots at McClendon’s, 
I thought, approaching him at the back entrance to my mother’s 
house, the steps that lead down into my hole. 

He said nothing at first, a statue in a two-point squat on the 
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balls of  his feet just right of  the steps, a snake coiled to spring. But 
after a moment of  staring, he shook his head as if  disappointed at 
something, lifted now his own routine like the chameleon and told 
me the world had me where it wanted me, a fry cook no longer 
and jobless, drunk, homeless but for the basement, a black and 
blue and red eye and nothing to take the pain away but booze. 
He amped up the disgust in his face. I wobbled down the steps 
through his outburst, ending immobile, one hand on the screen 
door to the basement, grinning at the thought of  all that this man 
had done to bring me here, seething over betrayals and half-com-
mitments and intended and unintended sleights. 

He smiled, offered me money, apologized for the sandbag-
ging he’d given my tour through the racing engine. He tried hard 
love—“You’ve got no commitment, Cash!” Turner standing now 
and moving down the steps as if  he would enter my little basement 
straight through my own body. 

But I am not invisible, stood my ground as Turner gave pause 
a foot off  the end of  my nose. “Come back to the team,” he said, 
simply. “Nobody likes a loser, Cash.” 

I pushed him, hard. He stumbled back up the stairs, crashing 
over an old planter on the second from the top, spinning to fall 
to a knee. What I didn’t say: reconsideration of  life in the circuit, 
plugged into the economy of  liquid soap dispensers and plastic, 
overdesigned sunglasses, just wasn’t an option after all that had 
happened. Bascombe takes me for a rebellious sort like himself, 
and genuine and original as he often is—and right as he may be—
again he misses the point. Stupidity has no need for rebellion, for 
the youthful spirit of  originality. It feeds itself  on a diet of  water 
and soda crackers and timidity borne of  a different kind of  outrage 
or paranoia than what you’ll find in New York Times columns or 
right-wing conspiracy theorists’ radio shows. Bascombe himself, a 
man of  my generation if  not my exact temperament, is afraid, you 
know, paranoid enough for the both of  us. The racecar driver is fa-
mous, full of  money, pumped up on the self-respect the institution 
and his upright, decidedly unique place in it has afforded. 

Feasting on timidity causes indigestion.
Nobody likes a loser, Cash. 

It wasn’t the first time I’d heard it, and other than my bit of  
understated violence I offered no real argument. 
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In fact, I hasten to agree! No one likes a stupid man! He does 
not get invited to parties, and must entertain himself  in the only 
economy of  which he is distinctly a member: the one that keeps 
booze flowing out of  the taps of  wayward barrooms. 

“Yes yes yes,” I slurred as Turner sprung back to his feet at the 
top of  the stairs, alarmed and, I saw, surprised, “but who’s talking 
about being liked?” I get drunk so better to hear the dripping of  
the leaky faucet from which I draw the water that sustains me. Lis-
ten to it closely and you might find it is trying to tell you something 
about entropy and inertia, about being alive.

Turner Bascombe conceded my implied point, or resigned 
himself  to the pointlessness of  an argument—he nodded, a quick 
scowl crossing the contours of  his stubbly face. He feinted back in 
the direction of  the street, his car, away from here. 

“I don’t get it,” he said. Nor does he have to. Second-guessing 
is never the race driver’s strong suit, though stupid men of  my ilk 
are experts in it, lives spent in struggle to subvert the mind to bring 
it to harmony with the body, or at the least harness the mind’s ca-
pacity to accept the body as something other than a foreign agent. 

A 19th-century man went out into the woods to find out what 
it meant to be a human being, or how best to live, in any case, and 
all he could come up with was this: engagement. Doing one thing 
at a time and doing it fully. You building your house with this plank, 
this dove joint, this foliage for insulation. I do my best, I sit in my 
hole. I have a television, at least, to remind me: peanut butter is kill-
ing people. A man stands on a street corner tonight bathed in light 
from some invisible source. He is over-earnest, performing lots of  
leaning-in, wrinkle-crinkle-brow expressions of  an utmost confi-
dentiality. He is talking about peanut butter on the network news. 

Midsentence, a psychedelic montage of  the prototypical plastic 
Peter Pan jar’s plastic labeling fills the screen, prompting thoughts 
of  experimental writers of  1950s vintage, masters of  absurdo-sur-
realist artistry, left behind, unnecessary, their influence on network 
news styles unremarked upon in the academic journals, if  ever 
noticed by anyone other than a cretin confined to his mother’s 
basement, a single room deep below ground on three sides with 
a sink and a collection of  weird photographs and pens and paper 
and that very network news to keep him alive, prove he had existed 
before the present moment connected to the world from which he 
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was birthed, the suits of  the Shining Man veritable coats of  armor 
hung willy-nilly along the walls of  his 12'-by-10' cell amplifying the 
TV’s purple glow, or that of  the lamp’s single low-watt compact 
fluorescent bulb. 

Yes, like those of  certain paradoxically invisible men before 
me, men of  intelligence and great capacity for reason, for being, my 
hole here is full of  light, but unlike my forebears the source causes 
no gigantic loss of  electric current: in the spirit of  the 21st century, 
you might even call me a conservationist or environmentalist and turn 
me into a god or devil, depending on your nature, and this despite 
my prior involvement in one of  America’s most egregious wastes 
of  good gasoline, good oil. I make use of  the Shining Man’s suits 
and their reflective properties to cast ever-brighter light onto the 
minimal squalor of  my existence. The suits continue to serve that 
conservationist’s purpose, if  they don’t allow me here the unadul-
terated force of  their gleaming. Their best use: nighttime standing, 
the glow of  headlights turning the sacred body into a high-watt in-
candescent bulb. Yes, I am also a sort of  shape-shifter, if  you like, 
without antecedent, without any philosophy to countermand the 
disjointed irony you might find me falling back on as a crutch—I 
am a product of  my generation, after all, confusion of  the implied 
point is expected, experience of  the winding route there is king. 

But he is playing with us now! I hear you bellowing. Nah. Count 
me among the great American moralists. I know now your parents 
and presidents lied—there is a right answer, but to get to it re-
quires intelligence beyond the capacity of  humanity. Darwin points 
out that European dog and man alike learned quickly to give wide 
berth to the North American skunk. When our experiences are 
limited, so are we. This is sensible and fits a Kierkegaardian out-
look: life is what you do with it given your circumstances, the gods 
mostly indifferent.

It’s likely I’ll never see Bascombe again except under his hel-
met on the television at McClendon’s, and in his mind I will live on 
as the scoundrel he believes me to be. You, however, I trust will 
see my point in the end, which, as once said a man possessed of  
far more intelligence than me, is in the beginning and lies far ahead. 

So, friend, bear with me. 
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Chapter 1
I got news of  my father’s death as I stood over an order of  our 
beer-battered chicken tenders. 

I was already miserable, a hometown boy living in his mother’s 
basement in Fock’s Mill, South Carolina, just south of  the North 
Carolina border, the armpit of  the nation on the southeast end of  
a storied metropolis bursting at its seams with metastatic residen-
tial sprawl far and away past the little downtown corner where Jeff  
Davis heard the news that Lincoln was dead and was said to have 
remarked, “If  it were to be done, it were better it were well done.” 
Cryptic, sure, and maybe more red meat for the peons from the 
disgraced leader of  a floundering, besieged would-be nation. But 
over the next century and a half  those words carried with them a 
curse on the lands of  the fallen territory. There, if  anything were 
to be done, it’d be done in the worst imaginable way. 

After the same fashion: my induction into the world of  adults 
followed four years of  a lot of  overzealous floundering, graduating 
from the state university in Fock’s Mill with a 4.0 and a degree in 
English Language and Literature, then continuing my many-years-
long stint as fry cook at Henry’s Bar & Grill north a bit off  North 
Carolina state route 51, near a giant decades-old suburban Char-
lotte mall. 

Will Theron, the grillmaster, himself  a former 3.8 in business 
administration at UNCC, on the other side of  the city, and a veter-
an of  the first Gulf  War, was my immediate inspiration. 

“Listen, man,” he said. “You know what you got to do with 
yourself. Nobody can tell you otherwise.” Armchair clichés like 
this—he called them “truisms,” and I did nothing to correct the 
man—were his stock-in-trade for all my many years at Henry’s. At 
18 years of  age, then 22, 25, 27 and on in the cozy confines of  the 
kitchen, time slipped away from me into the nothing of  our ev-
eryday, little to get me upset other than the comparably laughable 
but whip-smart drunk of  our kitchen manager, a soup whiz with 
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equally prodigious expertise on the subject of  a gallon bottle of  
cheap gin—the specialization of  Annie’s knowledge herein could 
be described as academic. Will Theron cajoled and browbeat and 
laughed and got serious only occasionally, in the last case always 
revealing his sincerity with a long, almost shy gaze down to his 
own feet. 

I fried on, learned what little there was to be learned, got along. 
Then, in the middle of  an otherwise typically meager Sunday 

lunch rush, the news. Will burst onto the line from a break some-
where in the kitchen. 

“Hey Honk,” he said, using his favorite nickname for me. I 
didn’t even look up from the tongs with which I held submerged 
the batter-blooming strips of  meat. “Annie says to tell you your 
pop’s dead.” 

I thought he was joking, and actually chuckled in anticipation 
of  whatever cock-eyed punch line he had for this one. I turned 
his way, but my eyes were drawn to where exactly my friend was 
staring—he laid a steak the size of  a large man’s forearm down 
to crackle its life in death on the grill. Then we briefly met each 
other’s gaze. 

He was genuinely worried, and that scared me.
“That ain’t funny,” I said, attempting a smile. 
“I didn’t mean it to be,” he said, and he screwed up his eye-

brows before his eyes shot down to his brown brogans.  
My Pop, Ralph Cash, was a test case in hard knocks. The young 

Cash was the son of  a 14-year-old mother in Pascagoula who got 
knocked up by a step-uncle and then gave the boy up to an alcohol-
ic aunt in New Orleans, formerly betrothed to the crazy uncle, the 
former shipbuilder of  the Ingalls company. He was at Parchman 
on three counts of  attempted murder after he was laid off  and held 
up a Pascagoula watering hole one fine rainy evening in December. 
The aunt got hit hard by the state of  Louisiana after she, drunk, 
ran over the boy in her driveway during his fourth year, breaking 
his left arm. Hit even harder when she repeated the accident a year 
later, this time fracturing his right leg. After a long, quaking period 
of  detox, the woman did time herself. 

Rather than see the boy to an orphanage or the streets or what-
ever awful fate awaited the castoffs of  the big river town in those 
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